PRESS RELEASE
Munich, May 15th, 2014

DigiBit introduces new aria products in Hi-End Munich
DigiBit is introducing today at Hi-End Munich a DAC and Linear Power Supply options for the aria music
server and its new aria mini music server.

aria music server
DigiBit is introducing today in Hi-End Munich 2014 the DSD DAC and Linear Power Supply options for its

aria music server. Introduced in Hi-End 2013, aria is a no-compromise music server system, sure to please
both audiophiles and music lovers with large collections of albums, for whom a powerful and easy-to-use
music library management tool is key. aria is the only music server on the market to support an unlimited
number of extended metadata fields for any music genre. Users can sort and view their music collection in
multiple ways such as: albums from the romantic (Period) for piano (Instrument), played by Maurizio Pollini
(Soloist).

aria incorporates latest state-of-the-art technologies, such as support for “Bit Perfect” files, error-free
automatic ripper, up to 32bit/384KHz music files and DSD64/128. aria comes with up to 4TB of internal
storage in HDD or 2TB in SSD, more capacity can be added with external NAS and HDD.

aria supports multiroom installations and stream music to Airplay™ and DLNA™ compatible devices. You
can listen your music collection with headphones in high resolution 24-96 on your iPad. Besides, any
program available in the iPad can be streamed to aria server.

The free multilanguage iPad app that controls aria is extremely easy to use, yet is powerful with unique
music library views, playlists management, intelligent search engine and tagging capability for all 18 fields.
aria music server has been available since October 2013.
The new optional DAC (32Bit/192KHz and DSD64/128) provides balanced (XLR) and unbalanced (RCA)
analog audio outputs. Besides, an asynchronous USB 2.0 digital output is provided for convenience.
The also new optional linear power supply replaces the standard aria’ switch mode PSU and provide a
clean and noiseless voltage to both aria electronics and the DAC.
aria music server, the DAC and Linear Power are available now. aria’s MSRP starts at 4.000€ (included VAT)
with 2TB HDD with Raid 1 w/o DA, the DAC option adds 695€ (VAT included) and the linear power supply
640€ (VAT included).
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aria mini music server
To be introduced in Hi-End 2014, aria mini has been designed for budget conscious users that also
appreciate lifestyle designs that match modern home décor. In spite of its size, aria mini incorporates a
fanless design with very low power consumption so can always keep it on ready to play your favorite music.
Its practical dock allows to recharge your iPad™ via USB. aria mini comes with 1TB of storage, additional
capacity can be provided with external HDD or a NAS. Its built-in DAC supports the latest technologies such
as DSD64/128 and up to 32bits-384KHz formats that provides audiophile sound quality plays.
On the software side, aria mini brings the unique extended metadata fields capability of DigiBit’s music
server products.
Aria can play different music programs in different rooms by streaming to Airplay™ and DLNA™ compatible
devices. You can also listen your music collection with headphones in your iPad. Besides, you can stream
your favorite internet radio or music services of your iPad to the aria mini server.
The free multilanguage iPad app that controls aria is extremely easy to use and still very powerful with
unique music library views, playlists management, intelligent search engine and tagging capability. aria mini
will available in Q3 2014. Price TBA.
For more information contact samuel.perez @ digibit.es or +34 915 334 250
High resolution pictures of aria and aria mini can be downloaded here:
http://ariamusicserver.com/index.php/downloads
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